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Craig Cardiff in your living room
DAVE NYKYF"ORUK
STAFF CONTRIBUTOR
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Don't forget the ketchup packets.

Tips for student Iivi ng:
Eat somewhat well without taking out credit
NICK KHATTAR
STAFF CONTRIBUTOR

I have found a semi-healthy, super-budget way to avoid eating The
Man's puppet food.
First, get off the dairy. It's too
expensive. I don't care about the
inconveniences involved in milking
a goat or cow- dairy is just too expensive and not particularly good or
necessary for a healthy body.
If need be, get into soy products.
They really aren't bad; even the plain
stuff is good. And water is free, so
take advantage of that.
Avoid eating things that require
milk, or leave it out. If you absolutely
need m ilk in your KD, then run down
to the nearest diner, order a water,
look at the menu, swipe all their
creamers and leave. Get a good rotation of creamer sources and BAM,
your need for dairy is satisfied.
Assuming, as a student, you
have too much dignity to go to the
food bank and want to provide your
own groceries, then your best bet is

to scam a membership at Costco.
Buying in bulk is the cheapest
way to get groceries. Focus mainly on large cans of beans, bags of
brown rice, potatoes, garlic, pasta
and sauce of any sort.
Non-perishables can be handy
to have around, but it might take
some time before you're prepared
to eat sardines and water chestnuts
together. You have to build yourself
up by conditioning your taste buds
and stomach to handle numerous
combinations of a few low-quality
culinary ingredients.
You should also always be stockpiling for winter. If someone leaves
half a hamburger at your place, freeze
it; you can use it later for chili.
Find your way to au-pick late in
the season and pick them dry of any
and all half-rotted fruit. You can eat
half immediately and freeze the other half for smoothies and glaces.
And remember: in hard times,
cardboard, bark and even the leather from your shoe can be boiled and
eaten.

Veteran folk singer Craig Cardiff
is in the midst of an epic, 50-city tour
across the U.S. and Canada.
On day three of a trek from Prince
George, B.C., he is gushing about the
success of the tour so far.
"Most of the shows have been
sold out," he says. "The original
pressing of the album, which was
sort of meant to last for the whole
Canadian tour, has sold out halfway
through."
fhe album is his latest release,
Goodnight (Go Home), and was produced with the help of Les Cooper,
who has produced and played music
with Jill Barber, and Paul Mathew,
bassist for the Hidden Cameras.
"I think that it's about pulling
in people and sharing the experience," says Cardiff of the musicians
he's worked with. "Paul Mathew
- we've been playing together since
high school. We just worked on these
songs and hashed them through."
Cardiff, who plays solo with the
support of live digital loops, sees
the advantages of having support in
the studio. "In terms of connecting
with audiences I feel like I'm at my
strongest with sparse accompaniment. But what I certainly have enjoyed with this album is connecting
and creating music that's bigger than
what I could've accomplished on my
own."

Connecting with audiences is a
sincere goal of Cardiff's every time
he plays a show. He's even available
for home performances, should you
choose to host a living room show.
This idea- one that folk artists have
employed for decades - stemmed
from his frustration with playing bar
shows.
"I feel like music is about a conversation between the artists and the
audience," says Cardiff.
Cardiff's music echoes his urge
to communicate with his audience.
His songs meander through a composed landscape filled with human
themes and tender emotion.

STEVE LITTLE

"I feel like music is about a conversation between the artists and the
audience," says Craig Cardiff, who is playing at Ginger's Tavern Nov. 24
and 25.
"People who listen and care are
strong advocates of music because
they feel it's important and needs
a place in this world," says Cardiff.
"I definitely want to play for those
people."
Goodnight (Go Home) is his 11th
release. A look back through his catalogue reveals such gems as a 2003
live album recorded with Rose Cousins at Halifax's very own Ginger's
Tavern, where Cardiff has two shows
scheduled for Nov. 24 and 25.

-----

"It's got all the right ingredients,"
Cardiff says of Ginger's. "The staff are
phenomenal and the beer is just as
good. [At] the last one I thi nk some
audience member kicked some
people out of the show because they
were talking. So that was pretty awesome."
If you're not up to inviting the
folk singer into your living room,
Craig Cardiff will be happy to welcome you to Ginger's.
Just don't talk.

----------

Come to the next Gazette contributor meeting:
Monday, January 7th @ 5:30 p.m.
in room 312 of the SUB
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